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Introduction

To Quick start the system, please check it following the next steps.
This test MUST be performed with the supplied SD-card inserted, power ON and in open air conditions (outside and away from buildings – not in the pits-) with
the GPS antenna correctly installed.

The Ultimate DL1 PRO data logger/scrutineering system comprises of 3 main components, the data logger, the wiring loom, and the memory card. In some
applications additional mounting hardware may be suppled.

• Ultimate DL1 PRO data logger – The main component of the system, receives the data from the required sensors (eg. GPS, accelerometers, ECU via CAN,
analogue and frequency sensors) and saves it to a removable SD memory card.

• SD memory card – Recording to removable memory cards makes the transfer process of data, saved by the Ultimate DL1 PRO, to the scrutineers quick and
easy.

• Wiring harness – The assembly of cables and connectors that is required to connect the data logger to the required sensors on the vehicle – configuration
will vary depending on the application.

Hardware

Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
System Instructions
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Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
System Instructions

* The RPM Sensor is not used in GT class.
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The Ultimate DL1 PRO should be mounted in the vehicle on a flat horizontal surface.

The unit must be mounted with the connectors pointing towards the front of the vehicle, and the lights and SD card pointing towards the rear.

PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO THIS POINT, SINCE ANY CHANGE OF THE MOUNTING POSITION WILL AFFECT SERIOUSLY TO THE RECORDED DATA.

When fixing the system, please leave enough space to allow the connection and disconnection of the connectors.

A mounting bracket is supplied to mechanically isolate the unit from the main chassis using anti vibration mounts. Extreme vibration can cause false readings
from the built-in accelerometers. The alternative to these mountings is attach the Ultimate DL1 PRO on the car directly with Velcro, this material is very useful
at isolating vibrations. No need to make any perforations, attaching the system with Velcro should be adequate.

Mounting module instructions

Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
Installation
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Some characteristics of the systems are:

• Total weight for turbo system = 1650 grams
• Total weight for naturally aspirated system = 1600 grams
• The maximum temperature for the correct working of the logger is 50

degrees Celsius. This must not be exceeded, so the unit must be
mounted away from sources of heat (exhaust tunnel, etc.). An indicator
on the unit will indicate the maximum temperature the unit has
reached.

"WARNING": To avoid any possible damage to the car paintwork, please
take care when mounting magnetic GPS antennas. In particular make sure
that there is no dust or grit under the antenna. In some cases, it may be
required to add additional protection to the paintwork, prior to mounting
the antenna to avoid damage.

For correct, accurate operation of the GPS receiver it is absolutely essential
that the antenna is mounted correctly. There are several important aspects
to consider when mounting it:

• The antenna must have a clear view of the sky in all directions. Note that
it is NOT enough that the antenna can see vertically upwards towards
the sky, it must also be able to see all the horizons as well. The GPS
system gets very little positional or speed information from the satellites
directly above, it gets far more information from satellites on or near
the horizon. For example if the antenna was mounted in the bottom of a
"bucket", so it could upwards but no horizons, then the GPS system
would lock and provide positional information - but the accuracy would
be very poor. In practice this all means that the antenna should be
mounted on the highest point of the vehicle.

Mounting GPS antenna instructions

Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
Installation
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• The antenna must be mounted on a horizontal surface. The antenna must be mounted on a horizontal orientation facing directly up. The underside of the
antenna cannot receive GPS information, similarly, don't mount the antenna on a vertical surface.

• The antenna must not be covered in tape, in particular dark colored tapes. Many tapes absorb the weak GPS radio signal. In general, black tapes are the
worst in this respect as they contain high amounts of carbon - however, to be safe, please avoid using any tape at all.

• The antenna must not be subjected to high levels of vibration. Although the antenna is physically robust to vibration, it can and does affect GPS reception,
so isolate it as much as possible.

• The antenna must be physically remote from sources of electrical noise. The GPS radio signal is very weak and can easily be blocked out by radio
interference, so to get a good signal the antenna must be as far away from radio interference as possible. By far the strongest source of radio interference is
a gasoline engine's ignition system, so please keep the antenna away from all its components, including the engine management system, coil, leads,
distributor etc.

• Avoid trapping, pinching or kinking the antenna cable. The lead from the GPS antenna to the receiver is a special very high frequency cable and it is not
normally practical to repair it - so if you do trap, pinch or cut it then the antenna will have to be replaced and this isn't covered by the warranty. Do not try
to feed the antenna cable through a closure gap that is too small or compress it with a door seal or window seal.

• If it is possible, please mount the antenna on a metal platform. The GPS radio signal is amplified if the antenna is mounted on a metal plate (termed a
ground plane), and the bigger this plate is, the better it will be for GPS reception. This is not essential for correct operation, but it is very desirable.

• Allow time for the GPS system to lock on before sampling data. The GPS receiver typically takes one to two minutes to lock on to all the available satellites.
The time to lock onto satellites varies significantly with conditions but is minimized when the vehicle is stationary.

• Recommended mounting positions for the GPS antenna:

✓ If the vehicle has a roof, this is the ideal place to mount the antenna.
✓ Alternatively, the best mounting position on a car may be the roll over bar or the top of the windscreen frame.
✓ Poor mounting positions on a car include behind the front or rear windscreens.

Note: If you fail to adhere to the guidelines above, the GPS will still probably perform "adequately" "most" of the time, however when conditions are more
challenging (with tree cover or bad weather etc) the positional accuracy will be significantly reduced.

Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
Installation
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Place the GPS antenna on the roof of the car and screw the antenna connector onto the gold connector on the back of the Ultimate DL1 PRO, Making sure that
it is well connected, due to the car vibrations a poorly connected antenna may result in wrong readings.

Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
Installation

INCORRECT

INCORRECT
CORRECT
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Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020
Sensors details

Pressure sensor

Pressure sensor location

• Non-turbo car engines: 1 x pressure sensor attached after the throttle
body.

• Turbo engines: 2 x pressure sensors, one attached before the turbo
(intake) the second attached after the turbo (intake manifold).
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Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020

SD Card

The only SD card to be used is the one supplied with the system. Any incorrect manipulation of the card could result in damaged recorded data, so please pay
attention to avoid touching the card.

For the correct operation of the system, first the two screws have to be removed, then take off the bracket and insert the SD card into the unit. Press the card
into the unit until it clicks.

To remove the card press it into the unit again until it clicks – it will then click back further.
Ensure the card and the bracket is correctly attached or logging will not start.

The mounting bracket has a sliding mechanism which is designed to test if the card is inserted correctly. Pull the slider across after inserting the SD card.

General Operating information
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Data Logger/Scrutineering System 2020

Powering up the Ultimate DL1 PRO

Start the vehicle, wait a few seconds the "Power" LED will come on. Wait for a few moments while the GPS receiver acquires a good positional lock.

Once the GPS has a lock, the DL1 PRO is ready to record data. Note: GPS lock is not possible inside a garage and is difficult to acquire an accurate lock if close to
tall buildings.

General Operating information

Sampling data

The units are setup to automatically start and stop logging based on the vehicle speed. When the vehicle is moving above a set speed the "Logging" LED will
illuminate, indicating that data is being stored on the memory card. Drive as usual, and when stationary again the logging light will go out as the unit stops
logging data.

When you have stopped sampling data you can turn off power to the Ultimate DL1 PRO unit. Never remove the card from the Ultimate DL1 PRO whilst it is
logging data. This can corrupt the card and the data will be lost.

GPS lock and status

There are two further LEDs built into the Ultimate DL1 PRO’s wiring loom. The power and logging LEDs should both light as the unit functions normally, should
the unit not begin logging as normal then these additional LEDs will help to diagnose the reasons why. The GPS lock and the status of the unit is indicated by
these LEDs in the loom. When the unit has a GPS lock (a lock on the satellites – required) the red LED will light. When the SD card is present, correctly
formatted,
not full, and ready to begin logging the green LED will flash uniformly.

In an error situation , it blinks with specific patterns. Different error states and their blinking patterns are described
below.

1. SD Card detection error - one quick flash and off period
2. FAT file system initialize error - two quick flash and off period
3. SD card write error - three quick flash and off period
4. SD card read error - four quick flash and off period
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